Miscalculations

By Richard Sale, author of The Blackstone Rangers

The situation in North Korea should give us great pause. It is very clear that most wars are caused by a series of what seem to be trivial miscalculations that in the end bring about catastrophic results. Certainly the Korean War was.  We mistook the intentions of the Soviet Union, the inner dynamics of China; we didn’t understand the fact that Mao and Stalin were budding rivals, and we didn’t grasp that Communism wasn’t a huge monolith taking over the world including Asia. 
But there is another, more horrible war that we should be thinking about that this is WWI.  In no other war did all the participants totally fail to understand what was at stake. The brilliant historian, Max Hastings, sent me an e-mail recently telling me he was working hard on a book about World War I.  Given his capacity for insight, for accuracy and capacity for meticulous research, I believe that his luck holds, he will produce another masterpiece.
But the way World War I came about bears thinking about.

The Balance of Power on the Eve of World War I

Britain and Its Empire
On the eve of 1914, Great Britain was overextended. Britain’s vital interests lay with maritime supremacy and the economic viability of its colonies.  Its colonies and dominions aboard were a key military concern, and Britain’s possessions were offered military and financial assistance including Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand and the union of South Africa. 
World War I began with a trivial incident in the Balkans. None of Britain’s interests touched upon the Balkans, nor was it an enemy of Germany at the time. Its chief enemies were France, and Russia (with whom Britain had had skirmishes and tussles over the years, especially in the Balkans.) To sum up, Britain put its maritime alliances and its maritime supremacy as key strategic interests. Austria was not even in its strategic picture.
But Britain began a whole series of missteps that would slowly draw it into a war it never wanted. From 1902-12 Great Britain had signed three agreements designed to ease the burden of its imperial defense, two of them aimed at Moscow, its main rival in Central Asia and the Near East, and the second designed to secure the end of North Africa and the Suez.  
When Britain confronted France in North Africa in the early 20th century, nether country wanted war. In 1904, Britain had already signed the Entente Cordial with Paris to lessen former tensions between the two. The agreement was not attempt to erect a wall to contain Germany; instead it designed to lessen tensions in North Africa.
As late as 1913, Britain claims publicly that it wouldn’t suffer much in case of a war.
Germany
By 1904, Germany had begun to emerge as a concern for Britain because and its industrial progress had been so rapid -- its output increasing five times from 1855 to 1913.  Also, Britain and Germany were becoming economic rivals. Its development as a great power in Central Europe and its growth had been so rapid, it caused heads to turn.  But under the brilliant Bismarck, Germany had been a committed ally of Russia.
The union of Germany under the Prussians made it very ambitious country, but its ambitions DID NOT include expanding in Europe. Under the Kaiser, Bismarck was fired ending, Germany alliance with Russia, a fatal mistake, and it embarked on something called Weltpolitic.  It didn’t view the unity of Germany as an end but a beginning. It did not see war as an instrument of growth or expansion, but its prideful ambitions soon challenged the colonial, naval and economic supremacy of its neighbors. But its policies were NOT a cause of the war. 
When France put forces into Morocco, it did so in violation of treaties, and Germany responded by sending a warship. This made Britain extremely nervous. Britain was also nervous about Germany’s spending on building a huge navy.
But Germany’s main enemy was France, which it had defeated in a war in 1870. Germany also had an alliance with Austria in, but Germany was always the prime partner. While Austria was often trying to expand in the Balkans at the expense of the Russians, Germany had no interest WHATEVER in Balkan expansion. Like Britain, its government said that it had nothing to gain by a war in Europe.
Russia
In 1913, Russia’s chief enemies were Great Britain and Austria, not Germany.  For years it had had an alliance with Germany which clumsy Germany diplomacy had recently allowed to lapse at the end of the century. Russia believed that Germany supported Austria unconditionally (it didn’t), but Russian concerns centered on Austria, a traditional enemy that was always talking of using war as an instrument of policy. What Russia wanted was a counterweight to the Austria-German alliance, and looked for it in France, a country that it had little in common with. It was a stupid move to draw closer to France. Germany was already wary of the Entente Cordiale, and because Germany was starting to feel encircled by alliances hostile to it. 
Russia mainly wanted an ally like France to fend off Austria-Hungary’s attempt to extend its influence in the Balkans. The Balkans were backwards and impoverished, infested with truculent nationalities like the Serbs who wanted their independence from Austria. The feelings Russia and Austria were extremely raw. So fresh tensions persisted between Austria and Russia over the Balkans. 

To Sum Up
Great Britain was allied with France, whom it feared, and allied with Russia which was a traditional enemy that it had tangled with. Britain also had suspicions about the German Navy. France became allied with Russia and Germany wanted an alliance with Britain and made advances, but Germany was a new, raw, protestant country and the Germans mistakenly felt they shared many similarities of outlook and temperament with the British, a sentiment scorned by the English. Germany muffed its attempts at alliance with Britain, and, in addition, it had lost its leverage over Austria because of bad diplomacy.  And what mattered most was that Germany didn’t understand the nature of Britain’s ties with its Empire. 
What spelled doom was the while system of entangled alliances. The presence of coalitions moved any flexibility to a vanishing point and they annulled any chanced at a quick and decisive victory if war came. The rivalries were always shifting, changing shape, forming new outlines, but they were always there. So when a Bosnia terrorist killed an Austrian Archduke,   (who was sympathetic to the Serbs,) Austria, who was always spoiling for a war with Serbia, plotted revenge. It should be pointed out that the Serbia government was not behind the assassination of the Austrian Archduke. Unfortunately, Germany didn’t believe Serbia would risk a war. Germany didn’t’ want a war, but didn’t move decisively to avert it - the Kaiser went on vacation, going yachting   It had lost its leverage on Vienna, and Russia, alarmed by Austria, and eying Austrian’s alliance to Germany, began to mobilize troops on Germany’s eastern frontier.  Germany mobilized in reply Great Britain, who had for years posed as a neutral, joined Russia and France and the war was on.
Calamitous Misjudgments
Serbia had freed itself from Ottoman Empire. The only collectivity it hated it even more was the Austrian—Hungarian Empire. But the Austrian emperor Franz Joseph said before he was assassinated wanted to use political reform to satisfy the national ambitions of its subjects. He hated the idea of a war with the Serbs, once saying that it would only give Austria a lot of olive oil and little else. Archduke was an advocate for peaceful coexistence with the Slavs. He didn’t like threatening them.
When the Archduke was shot, (again, Serbia was not responsible) – the killing was done by a small group of Serbian officers, but Austrian blamed the nation of Serbia and began massacring its citizens in program. 
Austrian turned and asked for German support.  The Kaiser issued a high handed reply that said Germany would take would take the lead in handling matters and never asked what Austria was doing.   Unfortunately The Kaiser never asked Austria was it was planning to do in revenge for the killing. What it had in mind? So by incompetent, negligent diplomacy, Germany lost its leverage over Austria which was already an enemy of Russia because of Balkan expansion. Instead, the Kaiser had no sense that a war was brewing and went yachting in Norway. He said Serbia wouldn’t risk a war. 
The Serbs were Slavs. After the assassination, Serb civilians were slaughtered and plundered by pogroms. Serbia, innocent of the assassination, was assaulted anyway. Russia advertised itself as a protector of Slavs. Germany disliked Slavs – they were made to obey, and Russia was the chief defender of Slavs, and bound by a treaty to Serbia, announced mobilization, a process that would take six weeks. Russia in effect began the war. (Russia disliked Austria but Britain had still been its main enemy.)  Russia was convinced that Germany was ‘war mongering.” When Serbia asked for its help, it got it.
Austrian delivered its ultimatum to Serbia who rejected it.
Russia began to mobilize, July 28.This was the fatal act that precipitated the war.  Russia thus forced Germany to mobilize in reply, fearing for its possessions in Prussia. Germany now faced war on two fronts.  Its own planners had said it wasn’t’ strong enough to prevail. But invading Belgium which was neutral to get to France by the shortest possible route, and that was the route the Germans chose.
After Germany declared war, the military took over everywhere.
Britain’s rationale forced it to defend neutral Belgium even though Belgium thought Britain was as much a threat to it as Germany was.
After the war. 
Germany was weakened, made desperate by the allies’ demands, and the allies were quick to surround Germany by a ring of weak states, the weak nations in Eastern Europe that Germany would be quick to overrun in 1939. Note that the phrase “Iron Curtain” was a cliché in the 1920s, denoting the new nations like Czechoslovakia that the French thought would act to hem in Germany;  then there was the instability and obsolesce of Russia’s government, the sorting out priorities that came with the end of the Ottoman Empire.  In the end, of course, the war cost the lives of 10 million young men, many of them lives of great promise.








